Retractable screens for
windows up to 2m wide

MADE IN BRITAIN

SERENE ™

INSECT PROTECTION

SOLAR SHADING

VENTILATION

BLACKOUT BLINDS

Retractable screens for
DOORS

WINDOWS

LARGE OPENINGS

Top left: High quality
components ensure smooth
operation.
Top right: Available in a
variety of colours and wood
grains to suit your décor.
Bottom left: Blackout fabrics are
perfect for keeping sunlight out.
Bottom right: Serene screens
suit most window applications
including roof vents.

Let fresh air into your home without insects
Enjoy uninterrupted views and natural ventilation in your home combined with
protection from insects and the harsh glare of the sun. Suitable for most window
types, Serene screens can be fitted with a range of performance fabrics to suit your
needs, including insect and solar meshes and blackout fabrics.

FEATURES

The frame of the screen holds the fabric securely in place so there are no gaps around
the edges. Plus, Serene screens are child safe with no cords or dangling strings.

Low profile housing blends in with your existing
window frame.

All screens are professionally installed by your local design and fitting expert so you
can rest assured that they will look great and work perfectly.

Fits most windows including casement, sash,
tilt and turn and velux.
The soft close system ensures screens slide
back gently.

Inherently child safe with no cords or strings.
Professionally fitted to the highest standard.
Mechanical components covered by Phantom
Lifetime Warranty.

Alongside our standard white and brown frames,
Serene screens can be finished in any RAL colour
to match existing décor. We also offer a range of
wood grain finishes.

Insect

Solar

Premium Solar

Privacy/Blackout

Blocks up to
55% UV rays

Blocks up to
75% UV rays

Blocks up to
80% UV rays

Blocks up to
100% UV rays

Available in charcoal

Available in charcoal

Available in
multiple colours

Available in
multiple colours

➧

COLOURS & SIZES

Serene screens can be fitted with a range of technical fabrics to suit your requirements including
standard and anti-midge insect meshes, solar shading and privacy/blackout fabrics.

Max height 2.0m

PERFORMANCE FABRICS

Max width 2.0m
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